In the article, the authors present a proposal for semantic annotation in Clarin-PL parallel corpora: Polish-Bulgarian-Russian and Polish-Lithuanian ones. Semantic annotation of quantification is a novum in developing sentence level semantics in multilingual parallel corpora. This is why our semantic annotation is m a n u a l . The authors hope it will be interesting to IT specialists working on automatic processing of the given natural languages. Semantic annotation defined the way it is defined here will make contrastive studies of natural languages more efficient, which in turn will help verify the results of those studies, and will certainly improve human and machine translations. Keywords: manual semantic annotation; semantic definiteness/indefiniteness category; logical quantification; uniqueness; existentiality; universality; elements of the semantic category of time; event; state; sequence of events and states finally ended with an event; sequence of events and states finally ended with a state; parallel corpora 1. Semantic annotation, being the subject of analysis in this work, is part of the direct approach semantics (e.g. Russell, 1967) . We distinguish quantificational meanings of names and predicates, and point out aspectual and temporal meanings of verbs. We base on logical scope-based quantification and on the contemporary theory of processes known as "Petri nets". A fact worth stressing is the possibility of quantifying not only names, but also the predicate, which is tantamount to quantifying time and aspect. The situation semantics, as J. Barwise and J. Perry admit in their works, is close both to the ideas of B. Russell and A. Mostowski and to the intuition of linguists, especially those occupied with functional grammar, see Barwise and Perry (1983) . Petri net theory, important for determining time and aspect, is also a theory with direct approach to the semantics of natural language.
1. Semantic annotation, being the subject of analysis in this work, is part of the direct approach semantics (e.g. Russell, 1967) . We distinguish quantificational meanings of names and predicates, and point out aspectual and temporal meanings of verbs. We base on logical scope-based quantification and on the contemporary theory of processes known as "Petri nets". A fact worth stressing is the possibility of quantifying not only names, but also the predicate, which is tantamount to quantifying time and aspect. The situation semantics, as J. Barwise and J. Perry admit in their works, is close both to the ideas of B. Russell and A. Mostowski and to the intuition of linguists, especially those occupied with functional grammar, see Barwise and Perry (1983) . Petri net theory, important for determining time and aspect, is also a theory with direct approach to the semantics of natural language. (See Petri, 1963; Mazurkiewicz, 1986; Koseska-Toszewa & Mazurkiewicz, 1988; Mazurkiewicz & Koseska, 1991; Koseska-Toszewa & Mazurkiewicz, 1994; Roszko, R., 2004 , Roszko, D. 2015 .
2. Petri nets are built of a finite number of objects symbolizing states and events, which are connected by a succession relation. Succession relations lead either from an event to a state (when the event begins the state) or from a state to an event (when the state is ended by the event). The succession relation need not be a linear order; certain objects of the net may be incomparable with regard to the order if neither of them precedes the other. Certain states of the net, e.g. the utterance state, might be distinguished (in our description, this state is distinguished by a dot). By a s t a t e we mean a property of some object of the real world. In a discrete approach to process description, a paradigm of a state is its l a s t i n g . Each state lasts for some specific time. Two different successive states are divided by some event, which begins a new state and ends the old one. In turn, an e v e n t ends the existence of some state and/or begins the existence of another one. It can be treated as a point on the temporal axis, since, as a border between, it cannot spread over time (does not last). For example, the four seasons of the year are states; equinoxes and solstices are events; the spring equinox (event) separates winter (state) from spring (state) (see Petri, 1963; Mazurkiewicz, 1986) .
2.1.
The distinction between states and events is an important feature of Petri nets. Each event either ends or begins a state; two different successive states must be divided by some event which ends one of them and begins the following one. Similarly, between two successive events there is always a state (which can be described even as follows: "the first event has already occurred, and the second one has not"). Typical meanings of perfective forms of a verb are: (e1) event, or (e2) sequence of states and events finally ended with an event. In turn, an imperfective form of verbum is assigned meanings of the form (s1) state, or (s2) sequence of states and events finally ended with a state. The meanings of events and states (e1 − e2 and s1 − s2) can be illustrated well by the example of the aspectual-temporal relation, i.e. when the verbal form expresses a specific tense in a sentence (here in a Bulgarian, Polish, Russian or Lithuanian sentence).
The semantic category of time is a category which orders states and events with respect to the utterance state with help of the precedence -succession relation (Koseska-Toszewa, 2006) . The adopted postulate of model finiteness implies that we cannot limit the description solely to events and in consequence treat states as sets of events, like e.g. Reichenbach (1967) did. Indeed, if we describe a state as a set of events, then a question arises: "of what events? All events, or only some of them? And if only some, then how to choose them?" In turn, omitting events in the model and limiting it solely to states deprives us of the possibility of considering such phenomena, as "collision", "opening", "unveiling", "awakening", and the like.
A characteristic property of events is that we cannot speak of them in the present tense: because an event does not last -it has no temporal spread. Referring to the analogy with points and sections, we can say that events correspond to points, and states -to sections; the mutual relationship between events and states is the same as the relationship between points and sections; each point is either the beginning or the end of some section (or, in a special case, a semi-line); each event is either the beginning or the end of some state (e.g. the state before the occurrence of the event or the state after its occurrence).The analogy goes further: each section, similarly as each state, has at least one beginning and one end, while each point (each event) may begin or end many sections (many states) which are interesting for us. In other words, an event need not be the beginning or the end of one state only, and so cannot be treated solely as an ordinary transition from a state to a state.
3. Semantic definiteness/indefiniteness category. Studies of the semantic definiteness/indefiniteness category have usually been reduced to describing its morphological exponents, first of all in the so-called article languages. There are various theories which describe the basic notions of this category. In Poland, the quantificational model of the definiteness category description is not known well enough, though throughout the world it is just scope-based logical quantification that is recognized as the appropriate theoretical model defining in a precise way the notions connected with this language category (see Barwise & Cooper, 1981, pp. 159-219; Bellert, 1971; Cooper, 1996; Desclés, 1999; Roszko, R., 2004 , Roszko, D., 2015 . In article-free languages, lexical analogues corresponding to article contents have been sought. As a result, the definiteness/indefiniteness category has been treated solely as a nominal phrase category. The above fact has heavily affected the descriptions of the discussed category, which have often been reduced in languages solely to analysis of the meanings of pronouns in article-free languages.
3.1. Our research has shown that the definiteness/indefiniteness category as a semantic category (a) is expressed with various language means: lexical and morphological ones, not only at the nominal phrase level -as deemed in the literature on that subject -but also on the verbal phrase level, (b) is a category of the sentence rather than of the nominal phrase (Koseska-Toszewa, 1982) . The use of the term "definiteness" in the cases when the so-called "definite article" expressed indefiniteness, i.e. universality, was an evident error and followed from the failure to distinguish between a form and its meaning. In our works, the definiteness/indefiniteness category is defined as a category with semantic opposition between uniqueness and non-uniqueness, whereby definiteness is understood solely as uniqueness of an element or a set (satisfying the predicate), and by indefiniteness -non-uniqueness (both existentiality and universality) (Koseska-Toszewa, 1982; Koseska-Tosheva & Gargov, 1990; R. Roszko, 2004) . In Bulgarian, the most typical morphological means that expresses u n i q u e n e s s and u n i v e r s a l i t y in the nomen group i s d e e m e d t o b e t h e a r t i c l e . Its absence, i.e. morphological ø, is meaningful, since it is an exponent of existentiality or pure predication. The ambiguity of Bulgarian article is a good example of the difficulties encountered by a scholar studying this category during classification -here quantificational classification of natural language expressions. As already mentioned, in Bulgarian the same article form expresses both uniqueness and universality (or, respectively, definiteness and indefiniteness). The already cited paper (Koseska-Toszewa, 1982 ) put forward a hypothesis regarding meaning-wise development of the Bulgarian article. Initially, the article expressed uniqueness of an element (object). Next, it started to express also uniqueness of a set, which later -due to the equalization of two totally different semantically-logical structures, i.e. structures with universal quantification and uniqueness quantification -brought about homonymy and resulted in the article expressing also universality. Quantification applies to the meanings of both temporal and aspectual forms (see Grzegorczyk, 1972 Grzegorczyk, , 1976 Koseska-Toszewa, 1982; Koseska-Tosheva & Gargov, 1990; Roszko, R., 2004) .
3.2. Let us remind that when using the generally accepted definitions of logical quantifiers and the iota-operator, we employ here three basic notions whose meanings are determined by the language exponents of unique, existential and universal logical quantification (Rasiowa, 1975, pp. 211-255) and definite description (Russell, 1967 , pp. 253-293, see Koseska-Toszewa, 1982 Koseska-Tosheva & Gargov, 1990) . A well-known fact is that quantification of natural language expressions can apply to names (first order logic), but also to p r e d i c a t e s (second order logic), which is very important for understanding quantification on the verbal phrase level. The quantifier transforms logical predicate into a logical sentence, so there is no way in which predication could be identified with quantification, which is the case in some linguistic works. The "quantification method" understood as above is not treated solely as a "syntactic procedure" transforming a sentential function into a sentence, but first of all as a m e c h a n i s m r e v e a l i n g a s e m a n t i c r e l a t i o n s h i p between the quantified object or set and a truth-based way of forming sentences (see Barwise & Cooper, 1981, pp. 159-219 , where the quantificational model covers nominal phrases only). However, in the second volume of the Bulgarian-Polish Contrastive Grammar (Koseska-Tosheva & Gargov, 1990 ) the quantification model of the semantic definiteness/indefiniteness category a p p l i e s a l s o t o t h e v e r b a l p h r a s e a n d t h e w h o l e s e n t e n c e .
3.3.
In the language of first order logic, there are no variables representing sets or representing functions. However, its extended language can feature so-called functional letters representing complex terms, such as predicative letters representing relations. "The language of first order quantifier logic contains predicative letters as a kind of secret variables. In classical first order logic, those symbols are not the names of specific relations or properties, and in this respect are similar to variables. However, they are not subject to substitution under quantification, and so formally are not variables. Yet their secret character of variables is revealed in the semantic interpretation, when they area interpreted as n-ary (n-argument) relations. In second order logic, those n-ary relations truly become variables" (for more details, see Pogorzelski, 1989) .
3.4.
In the linguistic literature, morphological means for expressing the definiteness category in the verbal group have not been studied well enough in both languages, see exceptionally (Grzegorczyk, 1976; Koseska-Toszewa, 1982; Roszko, R., 2004 ). On the verbal phrase level, quantification is applied first of all to the time and aspect as well as the place of the continuing state or of event occurrence. Many author would associate scope-based quantification with aspect only. However, Bulgarian aorist, independently of the information about aspect, reserves room for the uniqueness quantifier. Quantificational uniqueness is expressed with aorist forms of both perfective and imperfective verbs. In Bulgarian none of the aorist forms occurs next to the existential or universal quantifier (Koseska-Toszewa, 2006) . Nowadays, the model based on logical quantification theory is used more and more often in the description of the definiteness/indefiniteness category throughout the world (see Barwise & Cooper, 1981; Bellert, 1971; Grzegorczyk, 1972 Grzegorczyk, , 1976 Koseska-Tosheva & Gargov, 1990; Cooper, 1996; Desclés, 1999; Roszko, R., 2004) . The most important issue is to find language means expressing quantification. This is not an easy task, since e.g. for Grzegorczykowa the word niektórzy [some] denotes universality with a limited scope, while Koseska considers this word as an expression conveying existential quantification.
3.5. In many papers, the meaning of aspect is considered in strict relationship with the temporal meaning of verbum (see Ivanchev, 1971) . It is especially Bulgarian material which justifies joint examination of the meanings of aspect and time. In view of the above, we should recall a thesis of S. Ivanchev (1971, p. 129) , in whose opinion there is a genetic connection between imperfectiveness and imperfectum. He examines the relationship between aorist and imperfectum not as a temporal or aspectual relation, but rather as a joint temporally-aspectual relation. The connections between aspect and temporality in southern Slavic languages (except Slovenian) confirm the thesis about the semantic character of aspect (Feleszko, Koseska-Toszewa, & Sawicka, 1974, pp. 183-187.) In turn, Gołąb, Heinz and Polański (1986) , when examining the notion of aspect and its strict connection with the category of time, propose a chart which fully explains the meaning-related differences between the two categories. They reduce to the fact that exponents of time position a given action with respect to the utterance state (so-called speech time), while exponents of aspect position the same action with respect to the point constituting the action completion time, regardless of the utterance state (see also Koseska-Toszewa, 1974, pp. 213-226) . In the works on aspect there are continuing discussions focused on the ways of shaping its formally defined form. The meanings of aspect mentioned most often are perfectiveness and imperfectiveness of an action. Yet what does this mean? Discussions on this subject continue, among others, in theories presented by of A. Bogusławski (2003) and S. Karolak (1994 Karolak ( , 2008 . Also mathematical theory of Petri nets gives a response to the question about the meanings of aspect and time in Slavic languages, as well as about the meanings of time in other natural languages where the formal category of aspect has not developed. Here the notions of events, states and their configurations are understood like in the net-based description of time and aspect; for more details, see the application of Petri net theory to a natural language (Mazurkiewicz, 1986; Koseska-Toszewa & Mazurkiewicz, 1988 Koseska-Toszewa, 1995 , 1997 , 2006 Roszko, R., 2004; .
3.6. Incomplete quantification. If we assume, following Frege, that the truth as such and truthfulness of a sentence amount to fulfilment of a certain condition contained in the sentence in the logical sense (Frege, 1892) , we should realize that we are not speaking of a sentence in a syntactic and formal sense, but about its semantic structure. (We consciously avoid here the notions of judgment and proposition, since these notions are defined in diverse ways in the literature on this subject.) In Ajdukiewicz's terminology, we have to do with judgment and sentence: ". . . we will call an expression, in the context of its certain meaning, a statement (or a sentence in the logical sense) if in presence of just this meaning the expression conveys a certain judgment, i.e. a certain thought which refers in a reporting manner to some state of things" (Ajdukiewicz, 1974) . Ajdukiewicz calls statements sentences in the logical sense. In his opinion, they have a certain common property which distinguishes them from all other types of sentences. "Namely, all statements (and only them!) are either true or false." In a natural language, we often encounter statements which do not have the value of either truth or falsity, such as the sentence: Anglicy są flegmatyczni [Englishmen are phlegmatic] quoted by Ajdukiewicz (1974) . Ajdukiewicz points out the fact that this sentence is an example of incomplete quantification, which is why it has neither the value of truth, nor, respectively, of falsity. This is because we do not know whether it refers to all Englishmen, to a majority of them, or to exactly these Englishmen. Using a certain simplification, the sender of this information does not know whether the predicate X are phlegmatic is satisfied for the name "Englishmen". In this case, we need additional information that could give that predicate the value of truth. We lack here information about scope-based quantification of the name "Englishmen". Ajdukiewicz noted this phenomenon, and described it as incomplete quantification together with incomplete relativization in natural language sentences. We encounter such a phenomenon more often in Polish than in Bulgarian. Ajdukiewicz (1974) speaks of incomplete quantification having in mind the nominal phrase only, while here we will speak of incomplete logical scope-based quantification, having in mind also the verbal phrase in the sentences of the languages under comparison. PL Maria spóźniała się.
BG Мария закъсняваше.
EN Mary was late
In both the examples we do not know if Maria was late always, or sometimes, or at that very moment.
Nominal phrase annotation
(ιx)P (x) -uniqueness quantifier, preceding an attribute expressed with a noun.
PL Ta dziewczyna jest z naszej klasy.
BG Девойката е от нашия клас.
EN This girl is from our class.
(∃x)P (x) -existential quantifier preceding an attribute expressed with a noun PL Jakaś dziewczyna cię szuka.
BG Някаква девойка те търси.
EN Some girl is looking for you.
(∀x)P (x) -universal quantifier preceding an attribute expressed with a noun form PL Każda dziewczyna marzy o udanym małżeństwie.
BG Всяка девойка мечтае за хубав брак.
EN Every girl dreams of a good marriage.
Verbal phrase annotation
Time and aspect quantification applies to events or states, but also to a sequence of states and events finally ended with an event, or sequence of states and events finally ended with a state. Examples: ? (ιX) 
Annotation of time and aspect
(e1) event and (e2) series of states and events finally ended with an event.
(s1) state and (s2) series of states and events finally ended with a state.
5.
Our semantic annotation will be applied to continuous text from parallel corpora in "Clarin-PL" rather than to individual selected sentences.
Annotation in the Polish-Bulgarian-Russian corpus
Examples:
(1) Pol. Svetoslav Minkov, Król Bezsenek
Bulg. Светослав Минков, Цар Безсънко
Rus. Светослав Минков, Царь Бессон (2) Pol. (∃X)P (X) (s2) By l sobie ?(∃x)P (x) krasnoludek z d luga˛bia la˛broda˛, w czerwonej czapce.
Bulg. (∃X)P (X) (s2) Имаше някога (∃x)P (x) едно джудже с дълга бяла брадица и алена шапчица.
Rus. (∃X)P (X) (s2) Жил некогда на свете ?(∃x)P (x) гном с длинной белой бородой.
(3) Pol. ?(ιx)P (x) Paletko (∀X)P (X) (s1) miał niebieskie jak niebo, a (ιx)P (x) na czubkach jego butów (∃X)P (X) (s2) pobrzękiwały wesoło dwa srebrne dzwoneczki.
Bulg. (ιx)P (x) Палтенцето му (∀X)P (X) (s1) беше синьо като небето, а (ιx)P (x) на върховете на обущата му (∃X)P (X) (s2) дрънкаха весело две сребърни звънчета.
Rus. (∀X)P (X) (s1) Носил он алую шапочку и синее, как небо, ?(ιx)P (x) пальтишко. А (ιx)P (x) на башмачках у него весело (∃X)P (X) (s2) позванивали два серебреных колокольчика.
(4) Pol. (ιx)P (x) Jego dom (ιX)P (X) (e1) by l schowany jak grzyb w ge˛stej trawie, wśród wysokich drzew starego lasu.
Bulg. (ιx)P (x) Къщицата на това джудже (ιX)P (X) (e2) стоеше сгушена като гъба между дърветата на една стара гора.
Rus. (ιx)P (x) Избушка гнома (ιX)P (X) (e1) притаилась, словно грибок, под деревьями в старом лесу.
(5) Pol. (ιx)P (x) Bia lobrody krasnal (∃X)P (X) (s2) zwyk l by l siadać przed drzwiami swojego domku i wolno liczyć ziarenka prosa na swoim różańcu.
Bulg. Сутрин и вечер (ιx)P (x) белобрадото човече (∃X)P (X) (s2) седеше пред врататаù и (∃X)P (X) (s2) въртеше бавно броеницата, направена от просени зрънца.
Rus. По утрам и вечерам (ιx)P (x) белобородый человечек (∃X)P (X) (s2) сидел перед дверью избушки и (∃X)P (X) (s2) перебирал четки, сделанные из просяных зернышек.
(6) Pol. ?(∃x)P (x) Mieszkańcy lasu (∃X)P (X) (s2) przychodzili cze˛sto po pomoc i rade˛do ?(ιx)P (x) krasnoludka. (∃X)P (X) (s2) Wiedzieli,że jest dobrym czarodziejem.
Bulg. И ето при него (∃X)P (X) (s2) идваше веднага за съвет (∃x)P (x) някой от горските обитатели, защото (ιx)P (x) джуджето беше магьосник и (∃X)P (X) (s2) можеше да помага на всякого.
Rus. ?(∃x)P (x) Лесные обитатели частенько (∃X)P (X) (s2) приходили к нему за советом, потому что ?(ιx)P (x) гном был волшебником и (∃X)P (X) (s2) мог помочь им в любой беде.
(7) Pol. (∃X)P (X) (s2) Pomagał wtedy, gdy ?(∃x)P (x) mrówka pokłóciła się z konikiem polnym lub gdy ?(∃x)P (x) myśliwi (∃X)P (X) (e2) zranili zajączka. (∃X)P (X) (s2) Pomagał również wówczas, gdy ?(∃x)P (x) niedźwiadek (∃X)P (X)(e2) zwijał się z bólu zęba po zjedzeniu większej ilości miodu lub gdy kropiący ?(∃x)P (x) deszczyk (∃X)P (X) (e2) pozbawił rysunku kolorowe skrzydełka motyli.
Bulg. (∃X)P (X) (s2) Скараха ли се мравката и щурецът, (∃X)P (X) (e2) влезеха ли ловци в гората и (∃X)P (X)(e2) надупчеха кожухчето на зайчето, (∃X)P (X) (e2) хапнеше ли повечко мед (ιx)P (x) мечето и го (∃X)P (X) (e2) заболеше зъб, (∃X)P (X) (e2) запръскаше ли дъждец и (∃X)P (X) (e2) измиеше хубавите шарки по крилете на пеперудата (∀x)P (x) всички (∃X)P (X) (s2) тичаха за помощ при малкия магьосник.
Rus. (∃X)P (X) (s2) Всякое бывало: то ?(∃x)P (x) муравей поссорится ?(∃x)P (x)с кузнечиком, то ?(∃x)P (x) охотники ранят ?(∃x)P (x) зайчонка, то ?(∃x)P (x) медвежонок объестся медом и (∃X)P (X) (s2) у него болит живот, то ?(∃x)P (x) дождь (∃X)P (X) (e2) смоет красивый ?(∃x)P (x) рисунок с крыльев бабочки.
(∀x)P (x) Каждый из них тогда (∃X)P (X) (e2) отправлялся за помощью к маленькому волшебнику.
(8) Pol. Od razu (ιX)P (X) (s2) rzuca l swój różaniec i (ιX)P (X) (s2) bra l sie˛do pracy.
Bulg. Тогава (ιx)P (x) джуджето (ιX)P (X) (s2) оставаше броеницата си и (ιX)P (X) (s2) се залавяше за работа.
Rus. А (ιx)P (x) гном (ιX)P (X) (s2) оставлял четки и (ιX)P (X) (s2) принимался за дело.
(9) Pol. (ιx)P (x) Kilka ma˛drych s lów krasnoludka (ιX)P (X) (s2) wystarcza lo, by zażegnać k lótnie mie˛dzy mrówka˛a konikiem polnym.
Bulg. (ιX)P (X) (s2) Казваше няколко умни думи на мравката и на щуреца и (ιx)P (x) те се целуваха и ставаха побратими.
Rus. (ιx)P (x) Несколько его мудрых слов (ιX)P (X) (s2) заставляли муравья и кузнечика обнять друг друга и расстаться друзьями.
(10) Pol. (ιx)P (x) Jego lecznicze zio la (ιX)P (X) (e1) uzdrowi ly natychmiast (ιx)P (x) rany zaja˛czka i (ιX)P (X) (s2) móg l (ιx)P (x) on znowu gonić weso lo po lesie.
Bulg. (ιX)P (X) (s2) Слагаше върху (ιx)P (x) раната на зайчето лековита билка и (ιx)P (x) то (ιX)P (X) (s2) хукваше отново из гората.
(11) Pol. Jednym tylko ruchem (ιX)P (X) (e1) usuna˛ l ?(ιx)P (x) ból ze˛ba niedźwiadkowi.
Bulg. (ιX)P (X) (s1) Отваряше уста на мечето и сàмо с едно духване (ιX)P (X) (s1) изгонваше (ιx)P (x) болката от зъба му.
Rus. (ιX)P (X) (s1) Стоило ему дотронуться ладошкой до живота медвежонка, как ?(ιx)P (x) боль моментально (ιX)P (X) (s1) проходила.
(12) Pol. (ιX)P (X) (s1) Umiał też przepięknie pomalować na kolorowo (ιx)P (x) skrzydełka motyli maleńkim pędzelkiem.
Bulg. (ιX)P (X) (s1) Вземаше четчицата си и (ιX)P (X) (s1) украсяваше (ιx)P (x) крилете на пеперудата с още по-хубави шарки.
Rus. (ιx)P (x) Он (ιX)P (X) (s1) брал в руку кисточку, и (ιx)P (x) крылья бабочки (ιX)P (X) (s1) становились красивее, чем прежде.
(13) Pol. (∃x)P (x) Pewnego wiosennego poranka (∀X)P (X) siad l (ιx)P (x) krasnoludek jak zwykle przed swoim domkiem i (ιX)P (X) (e1) pocza˛ l liczyć ziarenka w swoim różańcu.
Bulg. (∃x)P (x) Една пролетна утрин (ιx)P (x) нашето джудже (∀X)P (X) излезе както винаги пред вратата на своята къщица и (ιX)P (X) (e1) започна да върти броеничката си от просени зрънца.
Rus. (∃x)P (x) Как-то весенним утром (ιx)P (x) гном (∀X)P (X) по обыкновению сидел перед своей избушкой и ?(∀X)P (X) перебирал четки.
(14) Pol. (ιx)P (x) Ciep le s loneczko (ιX)P (X) (e1) rzuci lo z nieba cieniutki promień, (ιX)P (X) (e1) b lysne˛ lo mie˛dzy ga le˛ziami drzew i (ιX)P (X) (e1) zawo la lo: "Dzień dobry!"
Bulg. (ιx)P (x) Топлото слънчице на небето (ιX)P (X) (e1) спусна тънък лъч през клоните на дърветата и (ιX)P (X) (e1) рече: "Добро Утро"! Rus. (ιx)P (x) Теплое солнышко (ιX)P (X) (e1) протянуло к нему тонкий луч, который (ιX)P (X) (e1) прошел через ветви деревьев и (ιX)P (X) (e1) поздравил (ιx)P (x) маленького волшебника с добрым утром.
(15) Pol. ?(ιx)P (x) Krasnal (ιX)P (X) (e1) kichna˛ l i (ιX)P (X) (e1) zaśpiewa l jednaz e swoich ulubionych weso lych piosenek.
Rus. ?(ιx)P (x) Гном (ιX)P (X) (e1) обрадовался и (ιX)P (X) (e1) запел веселую песенку.
(16) Pol. Siedzia l tak iśpiewa l, aż nagle (ιX)P (X) (e1) us lysza l,że (∃x)P (x) coś (ιX)P (X) (e1) poruszy lo sie˛w krzakach tuż za nim.
Bulg. По едно време, както си седеше и си пееше, (ιx)P (x) джуджето (ιX)P (X) (e1) чу как наблизо в гората (∃x)P (x) нещо (ιX)P (X) (e1) прошумоля.
Rus. В друг по лесу (ιX)P (X) (e1) разнесся (∃x)P (x) какой-то шорох.
(17) Pol. (ιX)P (X) (e1) Spojrza l uważniej i (ιX)P (X) (e1) zobaczy l za soba˛ma lab ia la˛mysz w koronie ze szczerego z lota i z bladoróżowa˛kokardka˛na ogonku.
Bulg. (ιX)P (X) (e1) Обърна се и какво да види: на няколко крачки от него (ιX)P (X) (s1) стоеше бяла мишка със златна коронка на главата и с розова панделка на опашката.
Rus. (ιx)P (x) Гном (ιX)P (X) (e1) обернулся и (ιX)P (X) (e1) увидел в двух шагах от себя белую мышь с золотой коронкой на голове и с розовым бантиком на хвосте.
(18) Pol. (ιx)P (x) Myszka (ιX)P (X) (s1) przygla˛da la mu sie˛bacznie b lyszcza˛cymi oczyma, oddychaja˛c cie˛żko.
Bulg. (ιx)P (x) Мишката го (ιX)P (X) (s1) гледаше с малките си лъскави очички, без да мига, и (ιX)P (X) (s1) дишаше тежко.
Rus. (ιx)P (x) Мышка (ιX)P (X) (s1) смотрела на него маленькими блестящими глазами и тяжело (ιX)P (X) (s1) дышала.
(19) Pol. Widać, (ιX)P (X) (e1) przyby la z daleka i nie by la tutejsza.
Bulg. По всичко личеше, че (ιx)P (x) тя не беше жител на гората, а (ιX)P (X) (s1) идеше от далечен път.
Rus. По всему было видно, что (ιx)P (x) она (ιX)P (X) (e1) проделала трудный и длинный путь.
(20) Pol. (ιx)P (x) Krasnoludek (ιX)P (X) (e1) przerwa lśpiew i (ιX)P (X) (e1) wsta l, aby przywitać nieznajomego gościa.
Bulg. (ιx)P (x) Джуджето (ιX)P (X) (e1) престана да пее и (ιX)P (X) (e1) се изправи на нозете си.
(21) Pol. Wówczas ?(ιx)P (x) dziwne zwierza˛tko (ιX)P (X) (e1) prześlizgne˛ lo sie˛po trawie jak na wrotkach i (ιX)P (X) (e1) zatrzyma lo sie˛jeszcze bliżej.
Bulg. В същия миг (ιx)P (x) чудното зверче (ιX)P (X) (e1) се плъзна като на колелца по тревата и(ιX)P (X) (e1) дойде съвсем близко.
Rus. ?(ιx)P (x) Зверек сейчас же (ιX)P (X) (e1) подполз к нему совсем близко.
Bulg.
Църрр, църрр! (ιX)P (X) (e1) извика (ιx)P (x) то.
Rus.
Цырр! Цырр! (ιX)P (X) (e1) пропищала (ιx)P (x) мышка.
(23) Pol. (ιX)P (X) (s1)Przychodze˛do ciebie z daleka. Z pa lacu starego (ιx)P (x) króla Bezsenka. (ιx)P (x) Król (ιX)P (X) (s1) potrzebuje bardzo twojej pomocy.
(ιX)P (X) (s1) Аз ида от палата на стария (ιx)P (x) цар Безсънко, който (ιX)P (X) (s1)се нуждае от твоята помощ.
Rus.
(ιX)P (X) (e1) Я пришла из дворца старого (ιx)P (x) царя Бессона. (ιx)P (x) Он (ιX)P (X) (s1) нуждается в твоей помощи.
(27) Pol. Pomimoże (ιx)P (x) nasz król (ιX)P (X) (e1) po lkna˛ l już trzy wagony proszków nasennych, (ιX)P (X) (e2) nie zazna l jeszcze rozkoszy snu.
Bulg. (ιX)P (X) (e2) Изгълтал е (ιx)P (x) горкият до сега най-малко три вагона хапчета за сън, ала (ιx)P (x) сънят все (ιX)P (X) (s2) бяга от очите му.
Rus. Бедняга, (ιx)P (x) он (ιX)P (X) (e2) проглотил целую гору пигюль, но (ιx)P (x) сон все (ιX)P (X) (s2) бежит от него.
(28) Pol. Jeżeli (ιx)P (x) tobie, dobry czarodzieju, ?(∀x)P (x) uda sie˛go uśpić, (ιX)P (X) (s2) dostaniesz taka˛nagrode˛, jaka˛zechcesz.
Bulg. Ако (ιx)P (x) ти ?(∀x)P (x) успееш да го приспиш, (ιX)P (X) (s2) ще получиш голяма награда.
Rus. Если (ιx)P (x) ты ?(∀x)P (x) сумеешь усыпить царя, (ιx)P (x) он щедро (ιX)P (X) (s2) наградит тебя.
(29) Pol. To latwe zadanie. (ιx)P (x) Krasnoludek (ιX)P (X) (e1) sie˛uśmiechna˛ l.
От това по-лесно няма! (ιX)P (X) (e1) рече (ιx)P (x) джуджето, като погали меката си брада и (ιX)P (X) (e1) се усмихна.
Да это проще простого, (ιX)P (X) (e1) сказал (ιx)P (x) гном, улыбаясь в мягкую белую бороду.
(30) Pol.
(ιX)P (X) (e1) Wezme˛jednak ze soba˛(ιx)P (x) moja˛wielka˛ksia˛żkez bajkami. Be˛dzie mi potrzebna.
(ιX)P (X) (e1) Почакай ме само да си взема (ιx)P (x) книжката с приказките, че може да ми дотрябва.
(ιX)P (X) (e1) Подожди, я только возьму ?(ιx)P (x) книгу со сказками, может, она мне понадобится.
(31) Pol. Powiedziawszy to, (ιx)P (x) krasnoludek (ιX)P (X) (e1) wszed l do swojego domku i po chwili (ιX)P (X) (e1) wróci l ?(∃x)P (x) z wielka˛kolorowa˛ksie˛gaw re˛kach.
Bulg. И като каза това, (ιx)P (x) човечето (ιX)P (X) (e1) се скри в къщицата и (ιX)P (X) (e1) хлопна вратата зад гърба си. След малко то (ιX)P (X) (e1) излезе отново навън, като носеше (∃x)P (x) една голяма книга.
Rus. (ιx)P (x) Гном скрылся в избушке и через минуту (ιX)P (X) (e1) вышел оттуда ?(∃x)P (x) с большой книгой в руках.
(32) Pol.
-(ιX)P (X) (s1) Jestem gotów -(ιX)P (X) (e1) rzekł ?(ιx)P (x) leśny czarodziej.
Bulg.
Сега може да вървим (ιX)P (X) (e1) рече (ιx)P (x) горският магьосник.
(ιX)P (X) (s1)Все в порядке, (ιX)P (X) (e1) сказал ?(ιx)P (x) лесной волшебник.
(33) Pol. Zatem w droge˛ (ιX)P (X) (e1)powiedzia la ?(ιx)P (x) myszka i (ιx)P (x) oboje (ιX)P (X) (e1)wyruszyli przez las ustronna˛ścieżkap achna˛ca˛dzikimi kwiatami.
Да вървим! (ιX)P (X) (e1) отвърна (ιx)P (x) мишката. И (ιx)P (x) двамата (ιX)P (X) (e1) потеглиха на път.
Rus.
Идем скорее! (ιX)P (X) (e1)отозвалась ?(ιx)P (x) мышка. И (ιx)P (x) они (ιX)P (X) (e1) отправились в путь.
(34) Pol. ?(ιx)P (x) Na skraju lasu (ιX)P (X) (e2) zatrzymali sie˛. Przed nimi (ιX)P (X) (s1) rozpościera la sie˛?(∃x)P (x) równina. (ιX)P (X) (s1) Wi la siep rzez nia˛wa˛ska ?(∃x)P (x) droga, której końca nie by lo widać.
Bulg. (ιx)P (x) Накарай гората (ιX)P (X) (s1) се разгръщаше широка ?(∃x)P (x) равнина, а посред нея (ιX)P (X) (s1) лъкатушеше безкраен (∃x)P (x) път.
Rus. ?(ιx)P (x) За лесом (ιX)P (X) (s1) лежала широкая ?(∃x)P (x) равнина, через которую (ιX)P (X) (s1) вилась бесконечно длинная ?(∃x)P (x) дорога.
(35) Pol. (ιx)P (x) Przy drodze (ιX)P (X) (s1) czeka l na nich ?(∃x)P (x) ogromnẏ zó lw.
Bulg. (ιx)P (x) Там (ιX)P (X) (s1) стоеше и (ιX)P (X) (s1) чакаше (∃x)P (x) една костенурка с големи очила и също със златна корона на главата.
Rus. (ιx)P (x) На опушке леса их (ιX)P (X) (s1) ждала ?(∃x)P (x) черепаха в больших очках и тоже с золотой коронкой на голове.
(36) Pol. (ιx)P (x) Myszka i (ιx)P (x) krasnal (ιX)P (X) (e1) usiedli na grzbieciė zó lwia i (ιX)P (X) (e2) pojechali w strone˛pa lacu króla Bezsenka.
Bulg. (ιx)P (x) Джуджето и (ιx)P (x) мишката (ιX)P (X) (e1) се качиха на гърбаù и (ιX)P (X) (e2) тръгнаха към царския палат.
Rus. (ιx)P (x) Гном и (ιx)P (x) мышка (ιX)P (X) (e1) сели ей на спину и(ιX)P (X) (e2) отправились во дворец.
(37) Pol.
(ιX)P (X) (s1) Mieszkasz zatem u króla? z zainteresowaniem (ιX)P (X) (e1) spyta l (ιx)P (x) krasnoludek swoja˛towarzyszke˛podróży.
Bulg.
Значи, ти (ιX)P (X) (s1) живееш при царя?
(ιX)P (X) (e1) попита (ιx)P (x) човечето.
Rus.
Значит, ты (ιX)P (X) (s1) живешь у царя?
(ιX)P (X) (e1) спросил (ιx)P (x) маленький волшебник.
(38) Pol. Jestem dworka˛króla Bezsenka (ιX)P (X) (e1) odpowiedzia lo mu z duma˛(ιx)P (x) bia le zwierza˛tko, poprawiaja˛c bladoróżowa˛kokardke˛na ogonku.
Bulg.
Да, аз съм придворна мишка (ιX)P (X) (e1) отвърна гордо (ιx)P (x) бялото зверче и (ιX)P (X) (e1) близна розовата панделка на опашката си.
Rus.
Да, я придворная мышь, гордо (ιX)P (X) (e1) ответил (ιx)P (x) белый зверек и (ιX)P (X) (e2) покрутил хвостиком с розовым бантиком на конце.
(39) Pol. (ιX)P (X) (s1) Mieszkam z (ιx)P (x) mężem i moimi dziećmi, siedmioma myszątkami, pod piękną kuchenną szafą w pałacu i (∀X)P (X) (s1) odżywiam się najdoskonalszymi serami tego świata.
(ιX)P (X) (s1) Живея си честито с моите седем мишлета и (ιx)P (x) със стария мишок под кухненския шкаф в палата и (∀X)P (X) (s1) се храня с най-хубавото сирене на света.
(ιX)P (X) (s1) Я живу (ιx)P (x) со своим мужем и семью мышатами под кухонным шкафом во дворце и (∀X)P (X) (s1) ем самый лучший сыр в мире.
(40) Pol. Zatem (∀X)P (X) (s1) nie pracujesz?
И нищо ли(∀X)P (X) (s1) не работиш?
И ничего(∀X)P (X) (s1) не делаешь?
(41) Pol.
(ιx)P (x) Dworskie myszy (∀X)P (X) (s1) nigdy nie pracuja˛.
(ιx)P (x) Придворните мишки (∀X)P (X) (s1) никога не работят.
(ιx)P (x) Придворные мыши (∀X)P (X) (s1) никогда не работают.
(42) Pol. (ιX)P (X) (s1) Mam w lasnego ?(∃x)P (x) paja˛ka, który pie˛knie (∀X)P (X) (s1) robi na drutach i (∀X)P (X) (s1) ubiera (ιx)P (x) mnie i ca lam oja˛rodzine˛. Mam też ?(∃x)P (x)żuka, sprza˛taja˛cego codziennie (ιx)P (x) nasze mieszkanie.
Bulg. Ние (ιX)P (X) (s1) си имаме ?(∃x)P (x) един паяк, който (∀X)P (X) (s1) плете чорапи на всички ни, и ?(∃x)P (x) един бръмбар, който (∀X)P (X) (s1) мете и (∀X)P (X) (s1) чисти (ιx)P (x) жилището ни.
Rus. (ιX)P (X) (s1) У меня есть ?(∃x)P (x) паук. Он (∀X)P (X) (s1) вяжет всем нам чулки. И еще ?(∃x)P (x) жук, который (∀X)P (X) (s1) подметает и (∀X)P (X) (s1) чистит (ιx)P (x) мое жилище.
(43) Pol. (∀X)P (X) (s1) Nie nudze˛sie˛jednak, ponieważ (∀X)P (X) (s1) dbam o(ιx)P (x) swój wygla˛d i (∀X)P (X) (s1) poprawiam go przed lustrem.
(ιx)P (x) Ma˛ż mój zaś czyta (∃x)P (x) gazety, a (ιx)P (x) dzieci (∀X)P (X) (s1) ca lymi dniami potrafia˛grać w pike˛nożna˛ grochowym ziarenkiem.
Bulg. Аз (∀X)P (X) (s1) седя по цял ден (ιx)P (x) пред огледалото и (∀X)P (X) (s1) се пудря, (ιx)P (x) мъжът ми (∀X)P (X) (s1) чете (∃x)P (x) вестник, а (ιx)P (x) децата ми (∀X)P (X) (s1) играят от сутрин до вечер футбол с едно грахово зърно.
Rus. Я целый день (∀X)P (X) (s1) сижу (ιx)P (x) перед зеркалом и(∀X)P (X) (s1) пудрюсь, (ιx)P (x) мой муж (∀X)P (X) (s1) читает (∃x)P (x) газеты, а (ιx)P (x) наши детки с утра до вечера (∀X)P (X) (s1) гоняют гороховое зернышко играют в футбол.
(44) Pol. Tak w mi lej i uprzejmej rozmowie (ιX)P (X) (e1) up lyne˛ la im szybko droga i (ιx)P (x) krasnoludek z myszka˛(ιX)P (X) (e1) stane˛li u wrót pa lacu.
Bulg. Така в разговор и сладки приказки (ιx)P (x) джуджето и мишката (ιX)P (X) (e1) не забелязаха кога (ιX)P (X) (e1) стигнаха пред царския палат.
Rus. За разговорами (ιx)P (x) гном и мышка (ιX)P (X) (e1) не заметили, как (ιX)P (X) (e1) прибыли во дворец.
(45) Pol. (ιX)P (X) (s2)Jechali co prawda wolniej, niż samochodem, lecz i tak (ιX)P (X) (e1) nie spóźnili się i (ιX)P (X) (e1) stanęli na czas przed zmęczonym, nigdy nie zasypiającym (ιx)P (x) królem.
Bulg. Наистина (ιx)P (x) те ((ιX)P (X) (s2) не пътуваха бързо, както се пътува с автомобил, но все пак (ιX)P (X) (e1) стигнаха навреме, преди (ιx)P (x) старият цар да беше умрял.
